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Retrieval Findings of Recalled Dual-Taper Hips
Anna Di Laura, MSc, Harry S. Hothi, PhD, Johann Henckel, MD, Young-Min Kwon, MD, PhD, John A. Skinner, FRCS(Orth), and

Alister J. Hart, FRCSG(Orth)

Investigation performed at the Institute of Orthopaedics and Musculoskeletal Science, University College London and the Royal National Orthopaedic
Hospital, Stanmore, United Kingdom

Background: The recent high-profile recalls of several dual-taper hip designs pose questions regarding why those
designs perform poorly. We aimed to characterize taper damage in 1 recalled design to understand failure mechanisms to
inform surgeons on which patients should be considered at risk of revision and when to revise.

Methods: High-precision measurement equipment was used to characterize the metal loss from the neck-stem
interface of 116 retrieved Rejuvenate femoral stems (Stryker Howmedica Osteonics) revised because of an adverse
reaction to metal debris. Head-neck taper surfaces were also investigated, and clinical and laboratory data were
examined.

Results: The neck-stem junction of each implant was moderately to severely corroded and showed a characteristic wear
pattern on both male and female taper surfaces. The severity of taper damage was positively correlated with time to
revision (coefficient, 0.040 [95% confidence interval (CI), 0.028 to 0.051]; p < 0.0001) and with serum cobalt concen-
tration (coefficient, 0.02 [95% CI, 0.01 to 0.02]; p < 0.0001) and serum chromium concentration (coefficient, 0.04 [95%
CI, 0.009 to 0.070]; p = 0.0142).

Conclusions: A forensic examination of the retrieved components that failed secondary to an adverse reaction to metal
debris showed, in all cases, visible corrosion. Of the implant and patient factors investigated, we did not identify any
predictors of corrosion. The severity of damage was found to increase with time; cobalt was significantly elevated over
chromium.

Clinical Relevance: Surgeons should scrupulously follow and consider revision for patients with this implant design to
avoid extensive tissue excision. Blood metal ion tests may aid in identifying the mechanisms of taper corrosion.

D
ual-taper hip implants offer surgeons a more flexible
solution to match the patient’s anatomy and to provide
a more personalized form of joint replacement. How-

ever, the extra taper junction between the neck and the stem
increases the risk of clinical failure twofold compared with fixed
stems, and, within the dual-taper-design population, the tita-
nium and cobalt-chromiummetal combination has a higher rate
of revision compared with the titanium and titanium type1.

Concerns related to neck-stem junctions embrace a
variety of complications from neck fracture2-5 to corrosion6-15

and subsequent metal-related reactions6,8,16-20 from cold weld-
ing21 to disassociation22,23. Recently, attention has been brought
to a specific design (Rejuvenate; Stryker Howmedica Os-
teonics) recalled in 2012 by the manufacturer because of high
revision rates as a result of metal debris from the modular stem
junction. At the time of the recall, >30,000 patients had
received this design of a modular stem worldwide.

For the Rejuvenate design, survivorships of 69.3% at 2
years24 and of 40% at 4 years6 have been reported. It has been
shown that tribocorrosion is the predominant mechanism for
metal release from the conical-shaped aspects of the neck male
tapers and that the time to revision plays a role in the pro-
gression of taper damage25. Taper design26 and material com-
bination27 have been identified as potential factors in neck-stem
taper corrosion. However, the clinical symptoms related to the
failure of this design are not fully understood.

The purpose of this study was to identify risk factors for
taper damage in the Rejuvenate dual-taper hip replacements, so
as to help surgeons to understand who should be considered at
risk of revision. Neck-stem junctions were assessed for the
severity of fretting-corrosion damage and the amount and
location of material lost; and the link between our findings and
clinical variables, using a multivariate linear regression model,
was investigated.

Disclosure: Two authors of this study (J.A.S. and A.J.H.) received a grant from Stryker; the funds were used to pay for the retrieval analysis. TheDisclosure
of Potential Conflicts of Interest forms are provided with the online version of the article (http://links.lww.com/JBJS/E914).
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Materials and Methods
Retrieved Explants

This study was designed as a descriptive retrospective case
series involving all of the 116 retrieved dual-taper Reju-

venate design hip implants sent to our center for analysis. The
body of the Rejuvenate stem design is made of a Stryker-
patented beta titanium-based alloy (Ti-12Mo-6Zr-2Fe, or
TMZF). The neck is made of a wrought cobalt-chromium-
molybdenum alloy. The bearing surfaces in the cohort exam-
ined consisted of cobalt-chromium-molybdenum (LFIT [low
friction ion treatment] cobalt-chromium [CoCr]; Stryker) or
ceramic (BIOLOX delta; CeramTec) femoral heads articu-
lating with ultrahigh molecular weight acetabular liners (in
the standard fixed cup configuration [n = 64]) or highly cross-
linked polyethylene liners (in the dual-mobility configuration
[n = 52]).

Patient Demographic Characteristics
Preoperative data concerning the revised arthroplasties were
collected. Components were explanted from 63 male patients
and 53 female patients with a median age of 64 years (range,
36 to 92 years) and a median body mass index (BMI) of 29.1
kg/m2 (range, 20 to 46.7 kg/m2). The median time from im-
plantation was 34 months (range, 12 to 71 months). Blood
serum cobalt and chromium levels that were recorded prior to
revision were available for approximately 80% of the cases,

and cobalt levels were significantly higher than chromium
levels in the blood (t test, p < 0.0001) (Table I).

The patients underwent revision surgical procedures as a
result of adverse local tissue reactions resulting in pain, elevated
metal ion levels, and fluid collection or masses revealed by
magnetic resonance imaging. The study was approved by our
institutional review board; all patients gave informed consent
for nondestructive analysis of the prosthesis.

Neck-Stem Junction
Qualitative Assessment of Taper Damage
Each stem and neck taper was visually examined by 2 observers
and was graded according to the scoring system of Goldberg
et al.28 for signs of corrosion apparent under stereomicroscopy
(VHX-700F series; Keyence): none indicates grade 1, mild
indicates grade 2, moderate indicates grade 3, and severe indicates
grade 4. Both the external neck taper and internal stem taper
surfaces, hereafter referred to in this study as the neckmale and the
female stem taper surface, were divided into 4 zones, corre-
sponding to the flat surfaces (anterior, posterior) and conical
surfaces (medial, lateral) (Fig. 1); themeanvalue of the 4 zones gave
the overall Goldberg score.

Three-Dimensional Mapping for Distribution of Taper Damage
The initial characterization of taper damage was achieved by
selecting a consecutive series of components to perform 3-
dimensional mapping of the conical aspects of the neck and
internally in the stem bore tapers to record the location of the
damage and eventual wear patterns.

To obtain this, we used a Talyrond 365 contacting pro-
filometer roundness-measuring machine (Taylor Hobson) to
quantify the material lost from the head-neck taper junctions.
The 360 traces, spaced at 0.5� intervals to each other, were
taken on the conical-shaped aspects to detect and display very
fine details of the metal topography.

We focused on the examination of the conical-shaped
aspects of the neck male tapers, which constitute three-
fourths of the whole taper, excluding the flat sides, as they
have been shown to be the area in which the damage is
predominantly localized13,25,27.

Scanning Electron Microscopy and Elemental Analysis
A subset of the necks that showed macroscopic and micro-
scopic signs of severe corrosive damage was further analyzed
using scanning electron microscopy (HITACHI S-3400 N;
Hitachi) equipped with energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) for surface and compositional characterization.

Quantitative Assessment of Taper Damage
Based on the observation of consistent patterns of localized
taper damage and its distribution on the surface of the neck
male tapers, a measurement method, using the Talyrond 365
contacting profilometer roundness-measuring machine,
was adopted to quantify damage severity on the conical-
shaped segments of the male tapers. Ten longitudinal traces
taken along the taper axis were individually normalized

TABLE I Patient Demographic Characteristics, Implant Details,
and Metal Ion Concentrations*

Variable Value

Sex*

Male 63

Female 53

Age at primary surgery† (yr) 64 (36 to 92)

Time to revision† (mo) 34 (12 to 71)

BMI† (kg/m2) 29.1 (20 to 46.7)

Bearing type*

Dual-mobility 52

Standard 64

Material of the head*

Ceramic 74

Metal 42

Neck length† (mm) 34 (30 to 42)

Total implant offset† (mm) 44 (34.9 to 53.9)

Blood serum metal ion levels† (mg/L)

Cobalt 7.4 (0.3 to 34)

Chromium 1.7 (0.1 to 14)

Cobalt/chromium ratio 4.5 (0.16 to 13.6)

*The values are given as the number of patients. †The values are
given as the median, with the range in parentheses.
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Fig. 1

A panoramic view composed of photographs of the 2 flat and 2 conical surfaces of the neck (upper image) and stem tapers (bottom image). These were

graded for severity of corrosion using a scale from 1 to 4 (from no visible corrosion to >10% of the surface containing black debris, pits, or etch marks).
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Fig. 2

Illustrative schematic of the methods. Ten longitudinal traces were taken at 45� increments on the conical segments of the neck male tapers, they were

normalized relative to an unaffected (unengaged) surface, and a wear area for the trace was calculated. The summed area of these 5 traces provided a

measure of surface damage for comparative purposes. Maximum linear wear depth was also recorded.

Fig. 3

Microscopy of the neck surfaces. Fig. 3-A Lateral side showing a dome-shaped feature approximately one-half millimeter in length surrounded by wear and

corrosion damage; striations indicative of plastic deformation and shear were present all around the patch (bottom figure). Fig. 3-BMedial side showing an

oblong-shaped feature corresponding with the major contact stress region within the stem (magnification, ·30 and ·100).
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relative to the unengaged, and thus unaffected, surface of the
taper. The sectional area of the damage was calculated in
square millimeters, and the maximum linear penetration
depth was recorded (Fig. 2). The maximum linear penetration
depths on both medial and lateral aspects of the necks were
strongly correlated with the summed areas of the traces (see
Appendix). Therefore, the summed area of these 10 traces per
neck provided a measure of surface damage for a comparative
purpose within our cohort. The details of the method are re-
ported in the Appendix.

Head-Neck Junction
Quantitative Assessment of Taper Damage
The volume of material loss from the head-neck junction of a
subset of 48 implants was measured and was analyzed using the
Talyrond 365 roundness-measuring machine29. The subset was a

consecutive series of ceramic and metal heads with standard
fixed polyethylene bearing type so as to account for both
material combinations30. The median values of the scores for
corrosion damage (Goldberg score) were significantly lower at
both the head bore surface (p = 0.0006) and the trunnion taper
surface (p= 0.0009) in the implants featuring a dual-mobility type
of bearing.

Statistical Methods
Descriptive statistics were used to examine surgical, implant,
and patient-related factors investigated in association with the
outcome of interest, the summed area in square millimeters of
the 10 two-dimensional traces taken along the neck male
tapers. The variables investigated were sex, age at the time of
the primary surgical procedure, BMI, time to revision, head
diameter, implant horizontal offset, neck length, and outer

Fig. 4

Three-dimensional colormapsof the lateral andmedial conical aspectsof theneckmale tapers (left) and thestem female tapers (right) showing thedeepest

areas of surface damage in blue compared with the as-manufactured surface in red. The squaremaps represent the opening of the conical-shaped regions

scanned with the surface profilometer; wear depth is expressed in microns. The cobalt-chromium tapers presented patches (positive features, red) with

preserved topography with material loss all around them (blue areas) on the neck male tapers (left). The TMZF tapers presented no specific localization of

metal lost compared with the cobalt-chromium necks (right). Complementary patches, equal in size and shape (negative features) to those reported on the

necks, were seen but with no localized metal loss around them.
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diameter of the polyethylene liner in the case of dual-mobility
cups.

The association was first assessed using univariate linear
regression models. Linear regression was also used to perform
univariate analysis of the relationship of the cobalt and chro-
mium variables with the rate of damage (mm2/yr). A multi-
variate linear regression model was then fitted, selecting those
risk factors that were significant at p < 0.05 using a backward
selection model.

The implants were analyzed using independent t tests
according to their bearing type (dual-mobility and standard
bearing) and, within these 2 groups, by the material of the head
(ceramic and metal). Independent t tests were also used to
explore the difference in maximum wear depth between the
medial and lateral aspects of the necks. The intraclass corre-

lation coefficient (ICC) was used to test the reproducibility of
the method of analysis performed by the 2 examiners.

Results
Neck-Stem Junction
Qualitative Assessment of Taper Damage

The neck-stem taper junctions showed severe corrosion in
the majority of cases, with a median score of 4 and range

from 3 to 4 for both neck and stem taper surfaces. Extensive
black areas, discoloration, and changes in surface roughness
were common features observed in our cohort (Fig. 1). A
peculiarity was observed both visually and microscopically; the
necks presented oblong-shaped patterns on the medial proxi-
mal sides and dome-shaped patterns on the lateral distal sides
corresponding with regions of major stresses (Fig. 3).

Fig. 5

Fig. 5-A Digital optical micrograph of a neck highlighting a characteristic patch (black box) on the lateral aspect of the taper surface. Figs. 5-B and 5-C

Surface profilometry of the same patch (Fig. 5-B) and electronmicroscope image (Fig. 5-C) of the region, both showing a retained topography, identified by

unidirectional machining lines (white arrows) visible on the unengaged part of the necks. Fig. 5-D EDS spectra showing TMZF alloy transfer corresponding

with the retained surface texture.
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Three-Dimensional Mapping for Distribution of Taper Damage
This procedure allowed the observation and further characteri-
zation of the peculiar pattern of wear damage on the necks
involving oblong-shaped patterns on the medial sides and dome-
shaped patterns on the lateral sides, corresponding with regions
of high stresses, with depletion of metal all around these patches.
Three-dimensional maps showed a corresponding complemen-
tary wear pattern at the stem bore taper, and the size and shape of
the positive features on the necks were complementary to those
on the stem tapers, a coup-countercoup pattern compatible with
cantilever bending. However, conversely to what was seen on the
male components, the damage was not extensive and/or localized
around the patches compared with the necks (Fig. 4).

Scanning Electron Microscopy and Elemental Analysis
Chromium-rich deposits were found composing the black
debris. Traces of titanium, zirconium, and iron were also pre-
sent as a consequence of metal transfer from the stem to the
neck. Titanium-rich spectra contained elevated oxygen content
indicating an oxide form.

A layer of titanium was found covering points of major
stresses on the neck male parts, in which the initial topography

was maintained while the surface all around those patterns
exhibited worn (Fig. 5), unidirectional wavelike topography,
indicating sliding and plastic deformation31 (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6

Scanning electron micrographs and an EDS spectrum of the cobalt-chromium alloy neck presented in Figure 3 (lateral side). Unidirectional wavelike

topography (white arrows), indicating sliding and plastic deformation, were seenwith both the secondary electronmodality (Fig. 6-A) and the backscattered

electron modality (Fig. 6-B).

Fig. 7

XY scatterplot showing severity of damage compared with time to revision.

Findings showed that, for every 1-unit increase in time, there was a 0.04-

unit increase in the summed area of the 10 traces taken along the taper

(median, 0.040 [95% CI, 0.03 to 0.05]; p < 0.0001).
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Quantitative Assessment of Taper Damage
The univariate linear regression models showed significant and
positive associations between the summed area of the 10 traces
taken along the neck male taper and time to revision (coeffi-
cient, 0.040 [95% confidence interval (CI), 0.028 to 0.051]; p <
0.0001) (Fig. 7). For every 1-unit increase in time, there was a
0.04-unit increase in the sum of the 10 traces taken along the
taper.

No significant relationship was detected between the
summed area of the 10 traces and any of the following variables:
age, sex, BMI, head diameter, implant horizontal offset, neck
length, and outer diameter of polyethylene liners of dual-
mobility cups (Table II). There was no significant difference
in area of damage between bearing group types (dual-mobility
or standard) or head materials (ceramic and/or metal) (t test,
p > 0.05).

Reproducibility
The ICC showed excellent reproducibility between the 2 exam-
iners for the measurement of the area of damage (ICC, 0.95 [95%
CI, 0.87 to 0.98]; p < 0.0001).

The multivariate analysis showed an association be-
tween the severity of taper damage and time to revision (p <
0.0001).

There was a positive linear correlation between wear rate
(mm2/yr) and levels in the blood of cobalt (coefficient, 0.02
[95% CI, 0.01 to 0.02]; p < 0.0001) and chromium (coefficient,
0.04 [95% CI, 0.009 to 0.07]; p = 0.0142) (Fig. 8).

The medial parts of the necks exhibited deeper depth of
wear compared with their lateral counterparts (Fig. 9). The
maximum linear wear depth on the proximal medial aspect of
the necks ranged from 20 to 200 mm, with a mean of 68.25 mm.

On the lateral side, the mean maximum wear depth was
41.03 mm (range, 8 to 130 mm). The difference between the
medial and lateral aspects was found to be significant (t test, p <
0.0001).

Head-Neck Junction: Quantitative Assessment of
Taper Damage
The median taper material loss rates (both head bore and trun-
nion surfaces) were 0.210mm3/yr (range, 0.030 to 0.448mm3/yr)
for the metal head group and 0.084 mm3/yr (range, 0.059 to
0.108mm3/yr) for the ceramic head group. The difference was not
significant (p = 0.58). In all cases, the losses were very low,
<1 mm3/yr30.

Discussion

We aimed to better understand the impact of clinical and
implant factors on the variability of the in vivo perfor-

mance of recalled dual-taper implants to help surgeons to
identify patients at risk of a revision surgical procedure. The
analyzed devices were explanted because of an adverse reaction

TABLE II Univariate Analysis (Linear Regression) Models for
Summed Area of the 10 Traces Taken Along the
Neck Male Tapers (N = 116)

Variable
Compared with
Summed Area Coefficient* P Value

Female sex 0.234 (20.100 to 0.568) 0.17

Age in years 20.0002 (20.0154 to 0.0151) 0.98

BMI in kg/m2 20.010 (20.044 to 0.024) 0.56

Time to revision in
months

0.040 (0.028 to 0.051) <0.0001

Head diameter in
mm

20.009 (20.044 to 0.027) 0.63

Implant horizontal
offset in mm

0.014 (20.034 to 0.063) 0.55

Neck length in mm 0.006 (20.037 to 0.050) 0.77

Outer polyethylene
diameter in mm

20.007 (20.036 to 0.022) 0.65

*The values are given as the coefficient, with the 95% CI in parentheses;
this can be interpreted as the increase in the summed area in mm2 for a
1-unit increase in the risk factor of interest.

Fig. 8

XY scatterplots showing the relationship between the severity of taper

damage (mm2/yr) and the corresponding cobalt (Co) (upper graph) and

chromium (Cr) (bottom graph) concentrations in the blood.
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Fig. 9

Example showing the 10 traces taken from the neck of an implant to calculate the relative area of damage and themaximumwear depth. Themedial aspect

showed the greatest material lost, with the deepest valleys ranging from a few micrometers (trace 5) to >100 mm (trace 3).
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to metal debris and had been sent to our center for forensic
examination together with the patient’s clinical data. We applied
engineering methods to evaluate and quantify taper damage and
correlated this with the available clinical data. Multivariate
analysis using 8 variables from 116 components revealed
a strongly significant correlation between neck-stem taper
wear and time to revision. Moreover, univariate linear regres-
sion analysis showed that the wear rate was significantly
associated with increased cobalt and chromium concentra-
tions in the blood.

None of the available implant or patient-specific data
correlated with the measured value of material loss observed.
The bearing type and material of the heads made no difference
in the outcomes measured. The ranges of maximum linear
wear depth found were twofold higher than those previously
reported for studies looking at head-neck taper junctions with
metal-on-metal bearings (cobalt-chromium and titanium
combination) that had failed because of an adverse reaction to
metal debris32.

To our knowledge, this current study constitutes the
largest retrieval study investigating neck-stem taper damage in
dual-taper hip implants. An elevated blood ion ratio of cobalt
relative to chromium has been associated with taper dam-
age33,34, and the present findings support this. Despite their
unsatisfactory clinical performance, dual-taper hip implants
provide information helpful for understanding the clinical
importance of taper corrosion, because there are no confound-
ing effects from metal-on-metal bearings and negligible corro-
sion or material loss has been reported at the head-neck taper
junction25,30,35.

For the first time for this specific design of implant, the
cobalt and chromium concentrations in patients (in other
words, the in vivo biomarkers of the wear rate) were available,
thus giving a clinical importance to the retrieval analysis.
Patients reported significantly elevated median levels of cobalt
(7.4 mg/L) and chromium (1.7 mg/L).

Gross evidence of black deposits on all surfaces of the neck-
stem taper junctions was found, more extensively on the medial
conical aspect (Fig. 1). A number of studies have documented
substantial corrosion on the removed components6,11,13,24,36-40 of
this design. Compositional analysis confirmed chromium-rich
deposits, phosphorus, and depletion of cobalt, indicative of
corrosion processes taking place.

A characteristic wear pattern was observed in areas of
maximum stresses. In many cases, the patches showed a re-
tained topography of the original manufactured metal sur-
face with a superficial TMZF transfer (Figs. 4 and 5). These
findings are in agreement with recent research25,27. In addi-
tion, in this current study, the small size of the probe of the
contact profilometer allowed us to capture complementary
patches on the surfaces of the female taper, the localized
removal of the TMZF alloy that had been transferred from
the surfaces of the female taper of the stem onto the surface
of the necks. The patches were complementary in size and
shape to those seen on the surfaces of the neck male tapers
(Fig. 4). It appears that, during in vivo function, the high

stresses transmitted to the taper junction have led to material
transfer of the titanium alloy on the cobalt-chromium alloy
in areas of zero or partial slip fretting regime27. Although
there were extensive areas of metal removal all around
the patches on the neck male parts, this was not seen on the
female counterparts. This could be partially explained by
the increase in interfacial hardness of the TMZF alloy when
coupled with the cobalt-chromium alloy27. Distribution of
taper damage was random and more superficial on the
surfaces of the female stem tapers, confirming the process of
the hardening of the titanium alloy.

These findings can contribute to the understanding of
the complex TMZF and cobalt-chromium interaction in the
in vivo environment, considering the recent reports on the
gross failure of TMZF trunnions mating with cobalt-chromium
heads41-43.

The recall of this prosthesis, in addition to the disap-
pointing performance of other dual-taper designs, whose
approval had been based on the principle of substantial equiva-
lence, once again highlights the importance of long-term clinical
trials.

There were limitations in our study. In this cohort of
failed implants, none of the patient or implant variables
investigated was found to be predictive of failure. This may be
because the retrieval analysis could not account for factors that
could have had an influence on the severity of taper damage,
such as patient activity levels44 and weight45 or surgical factors
such as taper assembly condition46 and assembly force47. Our
findings, although reproducible, cannot be used to directly
compare volumetric metal losses; however, we reported max-
imumwear depths that constitute valuable data for comparison
in future work. Moreover, our analysis was restricted by the
limitations of the measurement tool, which could only analyze
conical-shaped surfaces, thus excluding the contribution of the
flat surfaces that account for one-fourth of the whole male
tapers.

In conclusion, forensic examination of the retrieved
components that failed secondary to adverse reaction to metal
debris showed, in all cases, visible corrosion. Maximum linear
wear depth recorded was twofold higher than that reported
for head bore tapers in cobalt-chromium and titanium
couples that failed because of an adverse reaction to metal
debris32. The severity of damage was found to increase with
time in situ and to be associated with an increase of cobalt
and chromium concentrations in the blood, thus increasing
the risk of adverse tissue reactions. There is evidence in the
literature that an increase in the level of cobalt relative to
chromium can represent as a biomarker for taper tribo-
corrosion8,33,34. Surgeons should scrupulously follow up and
consider revision for these patients to avoid extensive tissue
excision.

Appendix
A description of the method of measurement of material
loss profile and figures showing the correlation of the

maximum linear penetration depth on the medial and lateral
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aspects of the necks with the summed area of the 5 traces are
available with the online version of this article as a data sup-
plement at jbjs.org (http://links.lww.com/JBJS/E915). n
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